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Employee Time Tracking System



Are you looking for a way to streamline your workplace operations? Do you want to have an accurate record of your employee’s attendance? Thanks to Bundy Time’s advanced and easy-to-use employee time tracking systems, you will ensure that your employees are paid correctly and that there is no dispute regarding the hours that they have worked.



Made for the modern workspace, our effective time tracking systems allow employers to effectively track who is at work, and for how long, assisting with task allocation and the day-to-day operation of the business. Additionally, our time tracking systems are electronic, making tampering almost impossible for increased peace of mind. From online clock in systems to clock alarm packages, we can help you.



Made by leading companies such as Seiko, our Bundy clocks and time clocks ensure that you have greater insight into your workplace, and for an affordable price. For the employee attendance systems and time recording clocks that you can trust, turn to Bundy Time!



Clock in Clock Out Machine



At Bundy Time we know the importance of keeping track of your employee’s arrival and departure from work. In addition to determining their take-home pay, it also helps employers in gaining a clear understanding of who is on-site at a particular time.



Foolproof and reliable, our clock on machines allow an employee to clock in and clock out for the duration of the shift, keeping track of the exact minute that the clock card machine was used at either end.



Committed to assisting small and large businesses alike, our selection of modern company clock in systems are easy for employees and employers alike to operate, and they give employees a sense of accountability and personal responsibility.



At Bundy Time, we have a variety of clock on and clock off machines that rely on physical means such as time cards, or even the biometric scanning of fingerprints, or the face, based on the level of security required on-site. Explore our full range of clocking in machines or ask us for advice.



Time and Attendance in Australia: Systems for Small Businesses



With our extensive knowledge and experience, the team at Bundy Time can supply the best time and attendance systems for small businesses in Australia. Made for daily use and designed for practicality, our employee time and attendance systems can let you clock in online, and they ensure that business owners have an up-to-date record of their employees arriving and departing from the property each day.



Highly-accurate and competitively-priced, Bundy Time’s employee time and attendance systems are the best way to ensure that all your employees are exactly where they are when they are scheduled to be. Make the right choice for your workplace thanks to our superior time attendance machines.



What Is a Timekeeping System?



A timekeeping system is a machine, or system, that manages and records employee time. Generally a digital input device or punch card system, they require employees to manually input the time that they arrived at work and the time they departed for complete oversight.



Why Do Companies Track Time?



The foremost reason for companies to track time is to ensure that employees are being paid for the hours that they actually work. Additionally, tracking time increases employee self-discipline and productivity, creating a better working environment overall.



Why Is Time Tracking Important?



Along with increasing accountability, time tracking is important because it provides managers with greater insight and oversight into the day to day operations of their company, allowing them to make changes to increase the efficiency of their business.



For more information about our accurate and timely time tracking systems and clock in machines, call Bundy Time today on 1800 703 901.


Time and Attendance Software Australia 

At Bundy Time, we understand how important it is to have accurate time and attendance records for a business, especially for payroll and keeping track of productivity. That is why we offer our time and attendance software to Australian businesses across cities like Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane. Our software is innovative, easy to use, and designed to offer real-time insights into the operations of your business. This increases productivity.

Our software allows Australia's businesses to scrap traditional methods of timekeeping, which can be prone to errors and manipulations. In comparison, our Australian attendance software is trusted by businesses across the country because we make use of technologically advanced systems. With us, you can record employee working hours accurately.

This system maximises the efficiency of payroll processing. Bundy Time's software functions on multiple platforms, catering to today's flexible work arrangements such as remote working and multiple site operations.

Employee Time Clock Australia 

Bundy Time offers an innovative employee time clock solution with the best technology that can be offered in Australia. An employee time clock is a critical piece of equipment in any business that values precision, accountability, and time management.

Our employee time clock features biometric technology, access control systems, electronically enabled time cards, and an in-built attendance system. Our systems enable Australian businesses of all sizes and industries to manage employee attendance.

The primary advantage of using our Employee Time Clock Australia is that it entirely removes the possibility of time theft, whether intentional or accidental. The sophistication of the technology ensures precise timekeeping that is tamper-proof.

Access Control Systems Melbourne 

At Bundy Time, we have integrated superior-quality access control systems in Melbourne and beyond. An access control system is not just about tracking time and attendance but is also a solution that prioritises the security of your enterprise.

With our access control systems, only authorised personnel can have access to recorded clock-in and out times, creating a secure workplace environment. You can automate your business’s entry points with biometric technology. Upgrade to systems that use features like face recognition, fingerprint scanning, or iris scanning, providing an added layer of security with accurate attendance keeping.

Why Choose Bundy Time for Time and Attendance Software in Australia? 

Choosing Bundy Time for your time and attendance needs means accuracy, efficiency, and peace of mind. Here are a few reasons why you should use our technology for your workplace:

	Accurate Time Recording: Our systems ensure that the recording of time data is always accurate, with zero room for mistakes or manipulations.
	Increased Security: With options for biometric tracking and access control systems, you are assured of the security of both your data and your premises.
	Integration Capabilities: Our software can be integrated with payroll systems to streamline your HR processes and eliminate the need for manual record-keeping.
	Excellent Support: Our team is always ready to provide assistance on all software-related needs, ensuring smooth and worry-free use of your system.


From the superior functionality of our products to the unwavering customer service, Bundy Time is committed to providing businesses in Australia with the best time and attendance solutions.

Call us today on 1800 703 901 to revolutionise the way you track time and attendance.
						
							
								
									
																					Frequently Asked Questions for Time and Attendance Software Australia

																				 
											
																									
														What are the benefits of time and attendance software offered by Bundy Time in Australia?

														
															Bundy Time offers time and attendance software in Australia that provides accurate time and attendance records, reduces time theft and increases productivity. It allows businesses to replace traditional timekeeping methods with automated systems that reduce errors and manipulations.

														

													

																									
														How does Australian attendance software from Bundy Time enhance payroll processing?

														
															Bundy Time’s attendance software in Australia uses advanced technology to accurately record employee working hours. This system helps managers to save time and reduce errors.

														

													

																									
														What is the primary advantage of using Bundy Time's Employee Time Clock Australia?

														
															The prime benefit of using Bundy Time’s Employee Time Clock Australia is it eliminates the possibility of time theft entirely, providing timekeeping that is tamper-proof.

														

													

																									
														What features are included in Bundy Time's access control systems in Melbourne?

														
															Bundy Time’s Access Control Systems in Melbourne are equipped with biometric technology including face recognition, fingerprint scanning or iris scanning. These systems are designed to permit entry only to authorised personnel, providing an additional layer of security along with accurate attendance keeping.

														

													

																									
														Can time and attendance software from Bundy Time be integrated with existing payroll systems?

														
															Yes, Bundy Time’s time and attendance software can be integrated with existing payroll systems. With us, there’s no need for manual record-keeping.
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